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ABSTRACT
Learning a ranking model in product search involves satisfying

many requirements such as maximizing the relevance of retrieved

products with respect to the user query, as well as maximizing

the purchase likelihood of these products. Multi-Objective Rank-

ing Optimization (MORO) is the task of learning a ranking model

from training examples while optimizing multiple objectives si-

multaneously. Label aggregation is a popular solution approach

for multi-objective optimization, which reduces the problem into a

single objective optimization problem, by aggregating the multiple

labels of the training examples, related to the different objectives,

to a single label. In this work we explore several label aggrega-

tion methods for MORO in product search. We propose a novel

stochastic label aggregation method which randomly selects a label

per training example according to a given distribution over the

labels. We provide a theoretical proof showing that stochastic label

aggregation is superior to alternative aggregation approaches, in

the sense that any optimal solution of the MORO problem can be

generated by a proper parameter setting of the stochastic aggrega-

tion process. We experiment on three different datasets: two from

the voice product search domain, and one publicly available dataset

from the Web product search domain. We demonstrate empirically

over these three datasets that MORO with stochastic label aggrega-

tion provides a family of ranking models that fully dominates the

set of MORO models built using deterministic label aggregation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Product search provided by eCommerce sites is an important service

allowing customers to search for products which they can purchase,

or upon which they can take some actions such as adding to their

shopping cart, caching for future investigation, or exploring their

attributes. Recently, product search has also been supported by

intelligent voice assistants such as Google home and Amazon Alexa,

where customer can use the assistant’s voice interface to search for

products over online catalogs [19].

Given a user query, the quality of the search results is a lead-

ing factor in affecting user satisfaction. When quality signals are

associated with training instances, either implicitly (e.g. through

user behavioral data) or explicitly (e.g. through manual annota-

tions) a Learning-to-Rank (LTR) approach is typically used to train

a ranking model over the search results [17]. The model ranks the

products with respect to the query, with the goal of achieving maxi-

mum agreement with the rank induced by the given quality signals,

where agreement is typically measured by standard IR precision

metrics such as NDCG or MRR [4]. When more than one signal is

given, an essential question arises, as to how should the signals be

combined in order to optimize for search quality.

Multi-Objective Ranking Optimization (MORO) [26] is the com-

mon approach for training a ranking model while optimizing mul-

tiple objectives simultaneously. Previous studies have investigated

MORO for Web search while combining several quality signals

[7, 8, 13, 26, 27]. MORO has also been extensively studied in the

context of product search [14, 18, 22, 23]. Momma et al. [22] discuss

typical objectives that should be considered in product search, in-

cluding relevance to the query, purchase likelihood, product quality,

user rating, return rate, and many more.

Typically, for non-trivial multi-objective optimization problems,

there is no feasible solution that maximizes all objective functions

simultaneously. Therefore, we look for Pareto optimal solutions;

that is, solutions that cannot be improved for one objective without

degrading at least one of the other objectives. The set of Pareto

optimal solutions is called the Pareto frontier [20].
When the quality signals are given as graded labels, label ag-

gregation is a popular multi-objective optimization method which

reduces the multi-objective to a single-objective optimization prob-

lem. A specific example is linear label aggregation, which generates

a new label for each training example by a linear combination of
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its given labels. Then, a model is trained using a single-objective

LTR algorithm based on the new aggregated labels. The advantage

of this approach is the ability to exploit existing single-objective

LTR frameworks for the case of the MORO problem. The optimality

expectation is that an optimal solution for the resulting single-

objective optimization problem would be on the Pareto Frontier of

the multi-objective optimization problem.

In this work we explore several label aggregation methods for

MORO in product search. We propose a novel stochastic label ag-

gregation technique which randomly selects a label per training

example according to a given distribution over the labels. We iden-

tify a new solution concept, a set of models that cannot be dom-

inated by any combination of models on the Pareto Frontier. We

theoretically prove that any existing model in this solution concept

can be constructed by a proper parameter setting of the stochastic

label aggregation process. Moreover, we prove that this does not

hold in the case of deterministic aggregation, by describing a spe-

cific MORO problem, with an existing Pareto-optimal solution, that

cannot be reached by any deterministic label aggregation method.

Empirically, we experiment with three datasets sampled from

product search query logs with multiple quality signals. Two of the

datasets are sampled from the product search log of a commercial

voice assistant, with two given objectives: the product relevance to

the query and its purchase likelihood. The third one is a publicly

available product search dataset used to validate our results on

data that was not originated from the voice search domain. For all

datasets, we first show that the problem is non-trivial, i.e., there

is a tradeoff between the two objectives, as optimizing for one

objective degrades the model performance with respect to the other

objective. We consider a MORO method as superior to another one

if its tradeoff curve fully dominates the tradeoff curve of the other

method. For all datasets, we show that stochastic label aggregation

fully dominates deterministic label aggregation. We would like

to emphasize that comparing our solution to any existing MORO

approach is out of the scope of this work and is left for future work.

2 RELATEDWORK
Product search in the eCommerce domain has attracted much at-

tention in recent years. Many studies investigated the relations

between the two objectives we consider, namely relevance and

purchase likelihood [2, 15, 18, 25, 28]. Alonso and Mizzaro [2], and

recently Carmel et al. [5], presented evidence that when customers

are interested in buying products, they apply many criteria in addi-

tion to relevance. Long et al. [18] proposed a new ranking frame-

work for product search, based on combining relevance scores with

best-selling prediction scores. In contrast, to the best of our knowl-

edge, no previous research studied multi-objective optimization for

product search in the voice domain. Recent research on voice-based

search [10] has been conducted in the context of mobile devices,

showing that users issue much longer queries, and the language of

voice queries is closer to natural language than typed queries.

Multi-objective optimization methods have been explored for

many years. The survey of Marler and Arora [20] provides a com-

prehensive review of multi-objective optimization concepts and

methods. Many of the methods they present under the category of

“methods with a priori articulation of preferences" are used in the

works mentioned below.

Many works have focused on the multi-objective optimization

problem in the context of information retrieval and recommender

systems [1, 7, 8, 13, 24, 26]. Two main approaches can be distin-

guished in these works. The first is learning how to combine multi-

ple objectives into one global model [1, 7, 26], done by aggregating

the labels that relate to the different objectives. The second is learn-

ing how to combine multiple models, one built for each objective

[13, 23, 24]. Svore et al. [26] optimized multiple objectives based on

relevance judgments of human annotators and on click feedback.

They improved clicks based measures without decreasing relevance,

by requiring that document pairs with the same relevance label are

swapped if the lower-ranked document has a higher click through

rate. Dai et al. [7] considered both the relevance and freshness

of the results, and generated hybrid labels for incorporating both

criteria into ranking optimization. Kang et al [13] considered mul-

tiple relevance aspects and studied two types of learning-based

approaches to estimate the tradeoff between these aspects: a label

aggregation method and a model aggregation method. Rodriguez et

al. [24] also considered multiple relevance objectives and addressed

the problem of multiple objective optimization in the context of

recommender systems.

During the last years, the multi-objective ranking optimization

has attracted attention specifically in the domain of eCommerce

[14, 22, 23, 28]. Karmaker Santu et al. [14] focused on user feedback

signals (such as click rate, order rate, revenue and add-to-cart) as

objective criteria for training and evaluation. Nguyen et al. [23]

considered the consumers objective as well as the suppliers and

intermediaries objectives. Given an initial ranking of item recom-

mendations built for the consumer, they re-rank it such that it is

also optimized for the secondary objectives while staying close to

the initial ranking. Wu et al. [28] utilized implicit user feedback

signals to optimize for sales revenue. They considered both clicks

and purchases for modeling the two stages of the purchase journey

and propose a nested framework to model the interdependence of

the two stages.

A work that is highly relevant to our context is of Momma et

al. [22], that leverages a multi-objective optimizer for building a

multi-objective ranking model for product search. They consid-

ered a setting where there are many objectives to optimize such

as customer engagement, search defects, diversity, product fresh-

ness, product quality, and more. Their solution compromises on

the optimality of a primary objective while attaining a threshold

limit on the performance of the other sub-objectives, which act as

guardrails.

Recently, Lin et al. [16] proposed a Pareto efficient solution for

multi-objective ranking in e-commerce. Their linear scalarization-

based solution [11] is based on optimizing a weighted aggregation

function of the multiple objectives using gradient decent. They

showed that the solution belongs to the Pareto frontier, however,

they did not show the opposite direction in which any Pareto so-

lution is achievable. We theoretically prove in this work that our

stochastic label aggregation approach guarantees accessibility to

any Pareto solution, by setting the right configuration.



3 MULTI-OBJECTIVE LEARNING TO RANK
3.1 Background
3.1.1 Single Objective Ranking Optimization . We formalize

the LTR task for information retrieval [17], and in particular for

eCommerce search [14]. At training time, we are given a set of

n product related queries Q = {q1, . . . ,qn }; each q ∈ Q is as-

sociated with a set of products Pq = {p1, . . . ,pkq }. Each prod-

uct pi ∈ Pq is represented as a query dependent feature vec-

tor, with a corresponding relevance label ℓ(q,pi ) ∈ [0, 1] that

indicates the relevance of pi to query q. The 0 label represents

an irrelevant product while 1 represents the highest relevance

grade. Let Lq = {ℓ(q,p1), . . . , ℓ(q,pkq )} be the labels of all prod-

ucts in Pq . A training instance of the LTR task consists of the tuple

I = (q, Pq ,Lq ).
Let 𝒜 denote a single-objective LTR algorithm with a fixed set

of hyper parameters (e.g., number of trees, trees depth, etc.). Given

a sample of training instances ℐ = {I1, . . . , Im }, the goal of 𝒜 is

to create a ranking model, M(·, ·) = 𝒜 (ℐ ), that scores a product

p with respect to query q, such that the ranking induced by theM
scores over Pq has maximal agreement with Lq . The loss function
Lossℓ(I ,M) gets as input a training instance I , together with the

ranking model M , and estimates the disagreement between the

orders induced byM and by Lq over Pq . The cost function that 𝒜
tries to minimize is Costℓ(ℐ ,M) = EI ∈ℐ [Lossℓ(I ,M)]. When ℐ
is clear from the context we will denote the cost by Costℓ(M).

LambdaMart [3] is a state-of-the art LTR algorithm that is based

on a pairwise cross-entropy loss function. The LambdaMart al-

gorithm minimizes the cost function by iterative updates of the

ranking model, an ensemble of gradient boosted decision trees,

based on the approximation of the gradient of Costℓ(M). While

there is no theoretical guarantee for convergence to the global

optimum, LambdaMart typically exhibits a good performance in

practice [3].

3.1.2 Multi-Objective Ranking Optimization. Typically for

product search, there are several objectives we would like to opti-

mize [22]. We assume, w.l.o.g., that we have two labeling objectives

ℓ1, ℓ2, and our goal is to devise a ranking algorithm that learns

a ranking model that minimizes the costs with respect to both

objectives. Given a ranking model M , we define the loss func-

tion for each of the objectives in a similar manner to the sin-

gle objective case, Lossℓi (I ,M), i ∈ {1, 2}, and Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M) =

(Costℓ1 (M),Costℓ2 (M)). Thus, there is only a natural partial order

over the multiple objective costs, where (Costℓ1 (M),Costℓ2 (M)) ≤

(Costℓ1 (M
′),Costℓ2 (M

′)) if and only if Costℓ1 (M) ≤ Costℓ1 (M
′)

and Costℓ2 (M) ≤ Costℓ2 (M
′). Since typically there is no single

model minimizing both objectives, many models can be considered

“optimal”, while each of them represents a different tradeoff between

the two objective. Therefore, an optimal solution is based on the

Pareto Frontier concept, defined as follows.

We denote by ℳ the set of all models that can be returned by an

algorithm 𝒜 (e.g., all models that can be returned by LambdaMart

with a specific configuration set of hyper parameters). The Pareto

Frontier of ℳ , with respect to a given training set ℐ , is defined

by:

Par(ℐ ,ℳ ) ={
M ∈ ℳ | ∀M ′ ∈ ℳ : Costℓ1,ℓ2 (ℐ ,M

′) ≮ Costℓ1,ℓ2 (ℐ ,M)
}
.

Again, when ℐ is clear from the context we omit it from the ex-

pression.

3.1.3 Multi-Objective Approaches. Multi-objective optimiza-

tion is usually based on three major approaches: (1) fusion of mul-

tiple models tuned independently for each objective [23, 27]; (2)

reducing the problem to a single objective by aggregating multiple

labels into a single one [26]; (3) the ϵ-constraint method which op-

timizes the primary objective while considering all other objectives

as additional constraints on the solution [20, 22]. In the following

we elaborate on these three approaches.

Model Fusion. Model fusion is based on the fusion of two in-

dependent ranking models [9]. The first model, Mℓ1 , is trained

based on the first objective, while Mℓ2 is trained independently

based on the second objective. The final product score used for

ranking is a convex combination of the two models scores. In

particular, a linear combination is implemented by the formula

M(q,p) = α · Mℓ1 (q,p) + (1 − α) · Mℓ2 (q,p), where the hyper pa-
rameter α ∈ [0, . . . , 1] controls the tradeoff between the two model

scores.

Label Aggregation. This approach aggregates the labels repre-

senting multiple objectives to form one single label, which can then

be used in an existing LTR framework to find a ranking model that

optimizes the consolidated objective function. As specified before,

given a query q in our setting, each product p ∈ Pq is associated

with two different labels denoted by ℓ1(p,q) and ℓ2(p,q). We reduce

the problem into a single-objective learning-to-rank problem by ag-

gregating the two labels of each product into one label. We describe

two popular approaches for label aggregation:

• Lexicographic. We prioritize ℓ1 and ℓ2; one is the primary label

and the other is the secondary one [26]. We order products ac-

cording to the primary label, while ties are broken according to

the secondary label.

• Linear. For each (q,p) pair we use a linear combination for com-

puting a new label, ℓ(p,q) = α · l1(p,q)+ (1−α) · l2(p,q) [9]. The
order between a pair of products is derived from the new label ℓ.

We note that the lexicographic approach is a special case of the

linear approach, where α is chosen to be very close to 0 or to 1.

We also note that when α ∈ {0, 1}, the problem is reduced to a

single objective optimization.

ϵ-constraint. Assuming l1 is the primary objective, solve the opti-

mization problem of minimizing Costℓ1 (M) subject to Costℓ2 (M) ≤

ϵ . The ϵ-constraint method is quite popular, especially in cases

where the significance order between objectives is clear. However,

it is easy to show that a solution provided by such a method is not

necessarily on the Pareto Frontier. Moreover, existing LTR frame-

works cannot be used in this case as the cost function should be

re-implemented for supporting the additional constraints. An ex-

ample for this type of solutions is provided by Momma et al.[22]

who describe an ϵ-constraint method for MORO problems using

the Augmented Lagrangian inequality constraint approach.



3.2 Stochastic Label aggregation
Our main contribution is a novel MORO approach called stochastic
label aggregation. For each query we flip a coin with probability α
to determine its label, hence, the label of all products in Pq will be

ℓ1 with probability α , or ℓ2 with probability (1−α). To this end, we
have approximately α · |ℐ | training instances with results labeled

by ℓ1 and (1 − α) · |ℐ | instances labeled by ℓ2.
The stochastic label aggregation approach has many advantages

over deterministic approaches, as we show both theoretically and

empirically in this work. Moreover, while deterministic label aggre-

gation approaches rely on the assumption that all (q,p) pairs are
fully labeled according to all objectives, in the stochastic case, even

if some of the training examples are only partially labeled, we can

still train our system by creating a representative training sample

with queries labeled by ℓ1 and queries labeled by ℓ2, according to

the desired distribution. The scenario of partial labeling is quite

common in practice, e.g., when only a small portion of the data is

annotated with relevance labels due to the high annotations cost.

3.3 Two-Phase Model Combination
The second MORO approach we propose is a novel integration

of label aggregation and model fusion. As in the model fusion

approach, we train at first two independent models:Mℓ1 based on

the first objective, and Mℓ2 based on the second objective. In the

second phase, we train an LTR model that considersMℓ1 (q,p) and
Mℓ2 (q,p) scores as features of the (q,p) pair. Training in the second

phase is based on these two features, and is optimized with respect

to a new aggregated label, computed by combining the labels ℓ1
with ℓ2 using any of the aggregation methods described in the

previous section.

Our experimental results (see Section 5.3) reveal that the two-

phase approach provides a very strong optimization mechanism,

which can be partially explained due to its richer architecture. More-

over, while a single-phase mechanism aggregates the different ob-

jectives by constructing a single label, the two-phase mechanism

integrates the different objectives via the internal representation

of each of the training instances (as provided to the second phase).

Thus, the learning algorithm of the two-phase mechanism may

benefit from possible relationships between the objectives that are

reflected while comparing between training instances.

4 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
4.1 Solution concept
In order to present the theoretical advantage of stochastic aggre-

gation over deterministic aggregation approaches, we first extend

the concept of a solution for a MORO problem. We use Figure 1

to illustrate the costs of some models and the relations between

them. Each axis represents a different objective, and Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M)

is represented by a point on the graph. ModelA is not on the Pareto

Frontier of ℳ , since model B has a lower cost on both axes (ob-

jectives). Hence, any cost-minimizing decision maker will prefer B
over A. Since B is on the Pareto Frontier of ℳ , there is no single

model in ℳ that outperforms B.

4.1.1 Mixed Models. Given two models, each with a lower cost on

a different objective (e.g. models C and D in Figure 1), a decision

maker may prefer a model CD with a cost equal to the average
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Figure 1: Pareto frontiers: Par (ℳ ), Par (ℳ ∗) and Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗)

cost of C and D. Given any two (or more) models, one can easily

construct a model that achieves any convex combination of their

costs, using a mixed model defined as follows.

A mixed model M∗
is defined by a probability distribution D

over ℳ . For any query q, M∗
randomly selects a model M ∈ ℳ ,

with respect to D (independently of the other queries), and orders

the products in Pq according to the M(q,p) scores. Naturally, the
support ofM∗

is the set of all models from ℳ with positive prob-

ability according to D. The next proposition shows that a mixed

model achieves the expected cost of the models in its support.

Proposition 1. LetM∗ be a mixed model, and let D(M∗) be the
probability distribution over ℳ used to constructM∗. Then, for any
objective ℓ, Costℓ(M∗) = EM∼D(M∗)[Costℓ(M)] .

Proof. The proof follows directly from the law of total expecta-

tion:

Costℓ(M
∗) = EI ∈ℐ [Lossℓ(I ,M

∗)]

= EM∼D(M∗) [EI ∈ℐ [Lossℓ(I ,M)]] = EM∼D(M∗) [Costℓ(M)] .

□

We denote by ℳ ∗
the set of all mixed models over ℳ . It is

easy to see that ℳ ⊆ ℳ ∗
. Note also that since the cost of the

mixed model can be directly computed from the costs of the pure

models in its support, one does not need to explicitly construct the

mixed models in order to compute their costs. A decision maker

can always choose a mixed model based on the costs of the pure

models in its support. Therefore, based on the costs of models C
and D, a decision maker will prefer model CD (in Figure 1) over

model B. We also note that in the case of one objective, there is

no reason to consider mixed models. In this case, combining the

cost-minimizing model with any other model does not bring any

value.

4.1.2 Optimal Solutions. The set of optimal solutions for the re-

duced single-objective problem, Par (ℳ ), may contain models that

are non-optimal for the original multi-objective problem, due to

mixed models that may dominate them (e.g. Model CD in Figure

1 which dominates model B). We characterize the set of optimal

solutions for the multi-objective problem, based on the notion of

Pareto Frontier and mixed models. Our goal is to identify all models

in Par (ℳ ) that are not dominated by any mixed model in ℳ ∗
.



Formally, we generalize the aforementioned definition of Pareto

Frontier by

Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗) ={
M ∈ ℳ | ∀M∗ ∈ ℳ ∗

: Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M
∗) ≮ Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M)

}
.

The next proposition shows that any mixed model in ℳ ∗
is

dominated by a mixed model that is supported by only two models

from Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗), and that can thus be efficiently computed. This

demonstrates that Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗) is indeed a strong solution concept.

Proposition 2. For any M∗ ∈ ℳ ∗ there exists a mixed model
M∗′ ∈ ℳ ∗, supported by two models {M1,M2} ∈ Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗) such
that Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M

∗′) ≤ Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M
∗).

Proof. See Appendix A.1. □

Looking again at model B ∈ Par(ℳ ) in Figure 1, we argue that

a cost-minimizing decision maker will never choose it since it is

not on Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗). Indeed, for each training instance I , one can
order the products according to model C , with probability 0.5, or

according to modelD, with probability 0.5. The pointCD represents

the costs of this mixed model which are lower than the costs of

model B, with respect to both objectives. Therefore, the decision

maker will prefer CD over B, hence B < Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗). The red

curve represents Par (ℳ ∗), and the red points that span it belong

to Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗). Finally, we note that the decisionmaker can choose

any model on the Pareto Frontier of ℳ ∗
, since there is no mixed

model that outperforms them.

4.2 Optimality
We are now ready to prove that the family of MOROmodelsℳ

stoch
,

constructed using stochastic label aggregation, is superior to the

family of models ℳ
det

constructed using deterministic label aggre-

gation. In order to establish the proof, we show that ℳ
stoch

equals

Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗) while ℳ
det

does not.

Let ℓα be a stochastic label, i.e., the final label resulting from

choosing ℓ1 with probability α or choosing ℓ2 with probability 1−α ,
where the probabilities are independent over the training instances.

Let Costℓα (M) be the (single-objective) cost function of modelM
according to ℓα . The following proposition defines the relation

between Costℓα (M) and Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M).

Proposition 3. Given ®α = (α, 1 − α), then Costℓα (M) = ®α ·

Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M) .

Proof. Following directly from the law of total expectation:

Costℓα (M) = EI ∈ℐ [Lossℓα (I ,M]

= α · EI ∈ℐ
[
Lossℓ1 (I ,M)

]
+ (1 − α)EI ∈ℐ

[
Lossℓ2 (I ,M)

]
= α · Costℓ1 (M) + (1 − α) · Costℓ2 (M) = ®α · Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M).

□

4.2.1 Optimality of Stochastic Label Aggregation.

Theorem 1. ℳ
stoch

= Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗) .

Proof. We prove a bi-directional set inclusion, that is, ℳ
stoch

⊆

Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗) and Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗) ⊆ ℳ
stoch

.

ℳ
stoch

⊆ Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗): We consider a model Mα ∈ ℳ
stoch

that minimizes Costℓα and show that no other model M ′ ∈

ℳ ∗
has a lower cost in both objectives, i.e., Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M

′) ≮
Costℓ1,ℓ2 (Mα ). Indeed, if there is such a model M ′

, then ®α ·

Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M
′) < ®α · Costℓ1,ℓ2 (Mα ). By Proposition 3, we get

Costℓα (M
′) < Costℓα (Mα ), in contradiction to the optimality of

Mα with respect to Costℓα . Therefore,Mα ∈ Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗).

Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗) ⊆ M
stoch

: We consider a modelM ∈ Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗)

and show the existence of α ∈ [0, 1] such thatM minimizes Costℓα ,

thereforeM ∈ ℳ
stoch

. The proof of the existence of such α for any

model in Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗) is given in Appendix A.2. □

4.2.2 Sub-Optimality of Deterministic Label Aggregation.
The next proposition shows that ℳ

det
does not cover Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗),

and thus is inferior to ℳ
stoch

.

Proposition 4. Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗) ⊈ ℳ ∗
det
.

Proof. We describe a simple training sample ℐ and show the

existence of a model in Par(ℳ ∗) such that any model returned by

a deterministic aggregation method has a considerably higher cost

value in at least one of the objectives.

We consider two queries q1,q2, each associated with two prod-

ucts, Pq1 = {a,b} and Pq2 = {c,d}. Each product has two binary

labels, ℓ1, ℓ2
1
. Our training sample ℐ consists of 100 training in-

stances: 91 instances associated with query q1, and 9 instances with
query q2. Table 1 summarizes sample ℐ .

Table 1: Proposition 4: the training sample

#I q Pq ℓ1 ℓ2

(1) 90 q1
a 1 1

b 1 0

(2) 1 q1
a 0 1

b 1 0

(3) 5 q2
c 1 1

d 1 0

(4) 4 q2
c 0 1

d 1 0

We mark ℳx▷y,u▷v for models that rank x on top of y and u
on top of v . All ranking models consistent with our sample can

be classified into four equivalent classes ℳa◁b ,c◁d , ℳa▷b ,c▷d ,

ℳa▷b ,c◁d and ℳa◁b ,c▷d . We assume that ℳ contains a repre-

sentative of each of the aforementioned classes. Without loss of

generality we assume that the cost of ordering a pair in the wrong

order is 1. ConsiderM ∈ ℳa◁b ,c◁d . By looking at all 4 types of la-

beled instances,M ranks the products in the correct order according

to ℓ1 and in the wrong order according to ℓ2, thus Costℓ1 (M) = 0

and Costℓ2 (M) = 1. Now considerM ∈ ℳa▷b ,c▷d . It can easily be

seen that a loss according to label 1 occurs only in cases (2) and (4),

which together cover 5 out of 100 instances, thus Costℓ1 (M) = 0.05

and Costℓ2 (M) = 0. Table 2 summarizes the costs of each model

class with respect to both labels, together with the instances in

which the loss occurred.

1
Note the existence of (q, p) pairs with contradicting labels, e.g., there are 5 (q2, c)
pairs with ℓ1 = 1 and 4 pairs with ℓ1 = 0. This is typical to real datasets where

objectives are measured by a noisy process, for example, manual relevance judgments.



Table 2: Proposition 4, costs of all possible models

M Costℓ1 (M ) Costℓ2 (M ) Lossℓ1 = 1 Lossℓ2 = 1
a ◁ b , c ◁ d 0 1 (1),(2),(3),(4)

a ▷ b , c ▷ d 0.05 0 (2),(4)

a ▷ b , c ◁ d 0.01 0.09 (2) (3),(4)

a ◁ b , c ▷ d 0.04 0.91 (4) (1),(2)

We show that any learning algorithm with deterministic label ag-

gregation can return only models from ℳa◁b ,c◁d or ℳa▷b ,c▷d ,

while it cannot return any model from ℳa▷b ,c◁d . Let l : {0, 1} ×
{0, 1} → R be a deterministic function that aggregates the two

labels. We prove the claim by considering the following four cases:

(1) l(1, 1) > l(1, 0). In this case ranking a above b will be wrong

for at most 1 example out of the 91 examples associated

with q1, while ranking a below b will be wrong for 90 cases.

Thus, a cost minimizing algorithm will always rank a above

b. Similarly, this algorithmwill rank c aboved since it prefers

to use the wrong order only for 4 examples rather than 5

examples. Thus, the only models that can be returned in this

case belong to ℳa▷b ,c▷d .
(2) l(1, 1) < l(1, 0). Using the same argument as in Case (1), only

models from ℳa◁b ,c◁d will be returned.

(3) l(1, 1) = l(1, 0) and l(0, 1) > l(1, 0). Ordering a above b and c
above d is the only way to get zero cost and thus the only

models that can be returned in this case are fromℳa▷b ,c▷d .
(4) l(1, 1) = l(1, 0) and l(0, 1) < l(1, 0). Similarly to Case (3), the

models returned will be from ℳa◁b ,c◁d .

Figure 2 presents the costs of all consistent models with the

training sample. As shown above, there is no deterministic label-

aggregation method that can return a model from ℳa▷b ,c◁d ,

which belongs to the Pareto frontier. On the other hand, by

Theorem 1, the stochastic label aggregation method can output

any model on the Pareto Frontier of problem, including those in

ℳa▷b ,c◁d , completing the proof. □
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Figure 2: Proposition 4: deterministic vs stochastic label ag-
gregation costs

Discussion: In the example above, for each query, the majority

of instances agree on label ℓ1 (for q1 the majority is 99%, while for

q2 it is 56%). Note that deterministic aggregation methods do not

take into account the level of agreement on the label. This is due to

the fact that ordering is determined according to the second label

in any case of agreement on the first label, no matter the level of

agreement is. A stochastic method however, can output models

where ordering is set with respect to the agreement level on the

label.

We also would like to note that when the granularity of label

values is low (e.g. a binary label), the level of agreement on the label

value between instance pairs becomes higher. In Section 5.3.3, we

empirically show that for lower granularity levels of label values,

deterministic label aggregation methods cover smaller parts of the

solution space, thus increasing their inferiority.

5 EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Datasets
We evaluate our MORO approaches on three datasets coming from

two different domains: the domain of voice product search and the

domain of Web product search.

Voice Product Search. We use two voice shopping datasets

based on product search traffic from headless devices (devices with-
out a screen): the aggregated dataset and the raw dataset. Each

dataset includes (q,p) pairs associated with two labels: a relevance

label R and a purchase label P . The relevance label R denotes the rel-

evance of a product p to query q based on the relevance judgements

of at least three human annotators, and is determined according to

the majority vote. The purchase label P is derived by the number

of purchases of p given q, relative to the number of times it was

offered following q (number of impressions), during a time window

of six weeks.

The aggregated dataset contains 27K queries with exactly two

products per query. In this dataset each (q,p) pair has both a rel-

evance label and a purchase label. Having both R and P labels

for each data point allows testing deterministic label aggregation

methods which require a complete labeled dataset. However, this

requirement considerably limits the size of the dataset, due to the

scalability limitation of human annotations. Furthermore, due to

privacy considerations, only frequent queries were annotated, fur-

ther limiting the size of the dataset and creating a bias towards

frequent queries.

The raw dataset is based on a log of voice product search traffic

collected over a period of two months. The log contains a list of

(q,p) pairs. For each pair we have a binary purchase label indicating
whether the product was purchased or not. In addition we may

have a binary relevance label if the pair was manually annotated.

We filtered out queries for which we have neither purchase nor

relevance information, resulting with a dataset of 360K queries with

roughly 11 products on average per query (3.8M products in total).

About 70% of the (q,p) pairs have a purchase label, and about 30%

have a relevance label. We note that most (q,p) pairs in the raw

dataset have only one of the labels, therefore it can serve only the

fusion and stochastic models that do not require having both labels

per pair (see 3.1.3).

While both the raw and the aggregated datasets come from

the voice domain they have different and complementary charac-

teristics. On one hand, the raw dataset is much larger than the

aggregated dataset, as it contains infrequent queries and multiple

products per query, and thus provides a better approximation of



real traffic. On the other hand, this dataset suffers from a presen-

tation bias since customers are typically exposed to only one or

two products[12]. Moreover, as mentioned above, unlike the aggre-

gated dataset, it can be used for evaluating only part of the label

aggregation approaches.

Web Product Search. In addition to the voice product search

datasets we use a publicly available Web product search dataset
2
.

The dataset contains 1K queries and 20K products. Each (q,p) pair
is labeled with a relevance score between 1 and 4, where a score of

1 represents an irrelevant product while a score of 4 represents the

highest relevance score of a product to the query.

The dataset contains only one label, and thus is ill-fitted for the

task of multi-objective optimization. To adapt this dataset for our

task we synthetically augment it with a second label, denoted by In-
verse Title Length (ITL), defined as 1/{#words in the product title}.

The motivation behind this label is that in the voice domain it is

advantageous to have short titles, as customers have a limited at-

tention span when listening to results by voice. Optimizing for ITL

is a way to promote the ranking of products with shorter titles. We

note that the single-objective optimization task of ranking products

according to ITL is easy. However, the task of optimizing for both

objectives is non-trivial.

Training and Evaluation. The datasets were split into three

parts. The voice based datasets were partitioned chronologically,

while the public web dataset (which contains no date information)

was randomly partitioned. The partitions consist of a first phase

train set (60%), a second phase train set (20%), and a test set (20%).

Note that in the second phase we train a simple model based on two

features only, therefore, its train set is allowed to be much smaller

than the first phase train set. For models trained by a single phase

we do not use the second phase train set. The datasets we used in

our evaluation process are summarized in table 3. As in previous

sections, ℓ1 and ℓ2 are the labels used for the multi-objective opti-

mization task. We report the percentage of (q,p) pairs labeled with

ℓ ∈ {ℓ1, ℓ2} in columns %ℓ1,%ℓ2.

Table 3: Datasets description

Dataset Queries Prods ℓ1, ℓ2 %ℓ1 %ℓ2
aggregated (voice) 27K 54K R, P 100% 100%

raw (voice) 360K 3.8M R, P 30% 70%

public (web) 1K 20K R, ITL 100% 100%

5.2 Models
We experiment with the models described in Section 3.1.3, that is,

both single-phase and two-phase models crossed with the different

multi-objective optimization approaches. The two-phase models

are based on the combination of single-objective models, trained

separately and independently for each objective. In the second

phase, the scores of the single objective models are used to represent

the training instances for training the final ranking model. Model

fusion is obtained by a linear combination of the single objective

models scores. We name the model families as follows, according

the their characteristics:

• 1phase-stoch: single-phase stochastic label aggregation.
2
‘eCommerce search relevance’ https://www.figure-eight.com/data-for-everyone/

• 1phase-linear : single-phase linear label aggregation.
• 2phase-stoch: two-phase stochastic label aggregation.
• 2phase-linear : two-phase linear label aggregation.
• fusion: linear models score combination.

In our experiments we explore the tradeoff curves of the differ-

ent model families, representing the tradeoff between the scores

obtained for the two objectives
3
. We consider a model family to

outperform another model family if its tradeoff curve dominates

the other curve.

To generate the tradeoff curve of a model family we evaluate

models from that family using α ∈ [0, 1] values in intervals of 0.002

(500 models per family). We calculate the scores of each model with

respect to both objectives. To reduce clutter and de-noise the results

we divide the α range to 10 equal buckets and average the model

scores in each bucket. Thus, for each model family we get 10 points

on the plot, where each point is the average score of a cluster of 50

models.

Our models were trained using the XGBoost[6] implementa-

tion of LambdaMART, with the following hyper parameters: 10

rounds, max_depth=2, num_trees = 100, learning_rate=1, and

rank=pairwise. The main features we used for representing (q,p)
pairs are textual similarity features, such as Jaccard similarity and

Levenshtein distance between the query and the product details

(title, brand, category); semantic similarity based on the cosine sim-

ilarity between the average of the FastText[21] pre-trained word

embedding vectors; as well as behavioral features based on past

transactions. Note that optimizing LTR for the single-objective

model is not within the scope of this work, as we focus on the

combination of multiple objectives, while using a fixed LTR process

for all MORO approaches we consider.

5.3 Results
We present the experimental results using the different model fam-

ilies on the various datasets. In all experiments we fix all the hyper

parameters of the learning task. The only free parameter isα ∈ [0, 1]

that controls the label aggregation and the fusion processes. We

present results based on NDGC@5 scores rather than Cost (as in

Sections 3 and 4); the higher the NDGC@5 score, the better the

performance is. Experimental results with other precision metrics

such P@1, P@3, P@5, MRR@5, revealed very similar trends hence

are not reported due to lack of space.

5.3.1 Voice Product Search. Figure 3a depicts the evaluation results
on the aggregated voice dataset when optimizing NDCG@5 for both

relevance and purchase objectives. Clearly, the 2phase-stoch model

family yields the best tradeoff curve. The 2phase-linear family, while

performing similar in a small range of the tradeoff curve, covers

only a very limited part of it. The single-phase families are inferior

to the two-phase families. Similarly, the 1phase-linear family has a

similar performance to the 1phase-stoch family, but it fails to cover

most of the tradeoff curve. The limitations of these deterministic

model families stem from Theorem 1 and are further discussed in

Section 5.3.3. The fusion family, while covering the full range of

the tradeoff curve, is dominated significantly by the other families.

Figure 3b shows the tradeoff curves of 1phase-stoch, 2phase-stoch,
and fusion families, on the raw dataset, when optimizing NDCG@5

3
We differentiate between the tradeoff curve, which represents the output of our

experiments, from the Pareto frontier which is the theoretical optimum.
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Figure 3: The tradeoff curves of the different model families on the three datasets: the 2phase-stoch family dominates all other families.

for both relevance and purchase objectives. The deterministic label-

aggregation families could not be evaluated on this dataset as they

require both labels for all (q,p) pairs, while most pairs do not have

both (see Section 5.1). As for the aggregated dataset, the 2phase-
stoch family dominates all other curves. The 1phase-stoch family is

better than the fusion family for most of the tradeoff curve.

5.3.2 Web Product Search. Figure 3c presents the evaluation results
on the public Web dataset, for the task of optimizing NDCG@5 for

both relevance and ITL objectives. The relevance label is binary

and equals 1 if the raw relevance score > 3 and 0 otherwise. As

in the previous experiments, 2phase-stoch family outperforms all

other families. The linear families capture only a small part of the

tradeoff curve. The fusion family, while fully covering the tradeoff

curve, is dominated by the stochastic families. As previously seen,

the two-phase architecture is superior both in the linear case and

in the stochastic case.

We note that while all model families achieve the maximum

possible score for the trivial task of maximizing ITL, the stochas-

tic methods have a clear advantage in the more complex task of

optimizing both objectives.
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Figure 4: Scores as a function of α (Web Dataset)

Figure 4 explores the effect of α , which controls the balance

between ITL and relevance. Recall that α ∈ [0, 1], and a larger

α emphasizes ITL over relevance. We present the results for the

superior two-phase models.

We see that at the extremities (α = {0, 1}) both the stochas-

tic and the linear models achieve the same scores. This is not

surprising since in these cases the models are reduced to simi-

lar single-objective models. The scores of the stochastic method

are continuous and cover nicely the full range of the score values,

showing smooth improvement in ITL score (and smooth decrease

in relevance score) while increasing α . In contrast, for the linear

deterministic method, the α values have low effect on performance,

which is in agreement with the limited coverage of the tradeoff

curve of this family. Moreover, it is evident that even setting a neg-

ligible α value, causes a sharp drop in the relevance score and a

sharp jump in the ITL score. This behavior is explained by the fact

that the binary relevance labeling has a high level of agreement

between training instances, hence, any deterministic aggregation

method is enforced to consider the second objective while compar-

ing instances, in cases of agreement on the first objective, no matter

the relative weight between the objectives (more on this behavior

in the following subsection).
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Figure 5: The performance of linear family degrades as the
label granularity becomes less fine (Web Dataset).

5.3.3 Effect of Label Granularity. According to Theorem 1, there

exist models on the Pareto Frontier that cannot be reached using

deterministic label aggregation. What is the portion of the frontier

that cannot be reached by the deterministic approach? We hypoth-

esize that this question is related to label granularity. To verify this

empirically, we generated three versions of relevance labels for

the public dataset, with different levels of granularity. We expect a

more significant degradation in performance of the deterministic

model families as the level of granularity decreases.



The highest level of granularity, denoted Continuous, is achieved
by using the raw relevance labels in the dataset, which is the average

of independent manual annotation scores for each (q,p) pair. The
raw relevance scores comprise about 50 distinct values between 1

and 4. A coarse level of granularity, denoted Coarse, is obtained by

dividing the raw relevance labels into four bins (1,2,3,4) by rounding

them to the closet integer. Finally, the lowest level of granularity,

denoted Binary, is achieved by dividing the relevance labels into

two buckets (relevant/irrelevant) where a (q,p) pair is considered
relevant if the raw label is above 3 and irrelevant otherwise. In

all cases, the relevance scores were linearly mapped into the [0, 1]

range.

We applied the 2phase-stoch and 2phase-linear model families

on these three variations of the public dataset. Figure 5 depicts the

results for the three levels of label granularity. As expected, when

the granularity is low, the performance of 2phase-linear decreases:
it covers a smaller part of the trade-off curve compared to 2phase-
stoch, failing to reach high relevance scores. Note that even when

using the highest level of granularity, the stochastic family remains

superior.

We note that the granularity level is a significant factor, as in

many practical use cases the label itself is binary by nature (i.e.

purchase/no purchase), discrete, or divided into a small number of

bins. Binning is often used as a pre-processing step to de-noise and

stabilize the data. In these cases using a stochastic label-aggregation

family has a clear advantage.
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Figure 6: The single-phase family closes the gap with the
two-phase family as the tree-depth grows (Raw Dataset).

5.3.4 Effect of Model Depth. All experiments so far revealed the su-

periority of the two-phase stochastic family. Aswe claimed there are

two main reasons for this advantage. First, the two-phase method

benefits from implicit relationships between the different objec-

tives. Indeed, in all our experiments we saw that optimizing for a

single objective using the two-phase method yielded a better score

than using the single-phase method. For example, optimizing for

purchase on the raw dataset yielded an NDCG@5 score of 0.493,

while single-phase optimization yielded only 0.395
4
.

Second, the two-phase method utilizes a richer architecture. To

substantiate this we evaluated the relative performance of the two-

phase and single phase stochastic families on the raw dataset using

LambdaMart with a different tree-depth parameter. The raw dataset

was selected for this experiment since applying deeper models to

the smaller datasets could have caused over-fitting issues.

4
This is not exposed in the plots, since the points representing α = {0, 1} are absorbed
in the first and the last bins.

Figure 6 displays the performance of both stochastic families for

tree-depth = {2,3,5}. In each sub-figure both families share the depth

parameter (as well as the other hyper parameters). We can see that

as the architecture becomes richer (higher depth) the single-phase

stochastic family closes its gap to the two-phase family. While it is

evident from the experiment that the single-phase family can per-

form as well as the two-phase family using more complex ranking

models, the later better fits small datasets, decreasing the risk of

over-fitting.

6 SUMMARY
In this work, we introduced the stochastic label aggregation method

for MORO problems which provides a strong mechanism for learn-

ing a ranking model that optimizes several objectives simultane-

ously. We proved that the stochastic aggregation method is able to

reveal any solution on the modified Pareto curve, as shown by The-

orem 1. Moreover, this method provides decision makers with the

ability to precisely set the tradeoff between objectives by choosing

the proper α value in the stochastic aggregation process (as shown

by Proposition 3).

The advantage of stochastic aggregation was also demonstrated

by our experimental results over three datasets. We showed that

the tradeoff curve of the stochastic label aggregation approach dom-

inates deterministic (linear) label aggregation approaches which

only covers a small part of the curve. Finally, we proposed a two-

phase stochastic method for the MORO problem, and analyzed

cases where this method is superior to the single phase stochastic

method.

In the future, we plan to compare our method with other MORO

approaches in an online product search system, validating its supe-

riority as demonstrated in this work, based on users’ feedback.

A APPENDIX
A.1 Proof of Proposition 2

Proposition (2, restated). For any M∗ ∈ ℳ ∗ there exists
a mixed model M∗′ ∈ ℳ ∗, supported by two models M1,M2 ∈

Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗), such that Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M
∗′) ≤ Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M

∗).

Proof. We say that model M dominates model M ′
if

Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M) ≤ Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M
′). We say that the domination is strict,

if Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M) < Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M
′). For M ∈ ℳ ∗

, we denote the set

of all models in its support by ℳM .

Our goal is to show that any modelM∗ ∈ ℳ ∗
is dominated by

a model M∗′
that is supported by two models from Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗).

We prove it in two stages. In the first stage we prove that M∗
is

dominated by a model M∗′′
that satisfies ℳM∗′′ ⊆ Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗).

In the second stage we prove that M∗′′
is dominated by a model

M∗′
supported by two models from Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗).

First stage: Let M∗ ∈ ℳ ∗
. We construct M∗′′

by an iterative

process. As we show in the following, if there is a model M ∈

ℳ ∗
such that ℳM ⊈ Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗), then there must be a model

M ′ ∈ ℳ ∗
that strictly dominates M . Therefore, in each iteration,

if ℳM∗ ⊈ Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗), we replace it with a model that strictly

dominates it. Since at each iteration the model is strictly improved,

a convergence is guaranteed to a modelM∗′′
that dominates M∗

,

and ℳM∗′′ ⊆ Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗).
We now show that if M ∈ ℳ ∗

and ℳM ⊈ Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗)

then there is a model that strictly dominates it. Let M1 ∈ ℳM \



Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗). Since M1 < Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗), there exists a model

M2 ∈ ℳ ∗
that dominates M1. Since M1 ∈ ℳM , there is a pos-

itive probability p > 0 of selecting M1 according to D(M). Con-

sider the mixed model M ′
, construed according to the distribu-

tion D(M), while replacingM1 (if selected) with a model selected

according to D(M2). By proposition 1, we get Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M
′) =

Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M)−p ·
(
Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M1) − Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M2)

)
< Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M),

as required.

Second stage: Let M∗′′
be the model constructed in the first

stage. By an additional iterative process, we construct a model

M∗′
that dominates M∗′′

, while being supported by only two

models in Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗). In each iteration we have a model M ,

such that ℳM ⊆ Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗). If |ℳM | > 2, we will show

in the following the existence of a model M ′
that dominates M ,

ℳM ′ ⊆ Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗), and |MM ′ | < |MM |. Thus, upon convergence

of the iterative process, we will have a modelM∗′
that dominates

M∗′′
(and therefore dominatesM∗

) and is supported by only two

models from Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗).
LetM be a model such thatℳM ⊆ Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗)∗ and |ℳM | > 2.

Let M1 ∈ ℳM be the model that minimizes Costℓ1 in ℳM and

ℳ2 be the model that maximizes Costℓ1 in ℳM . By our assump-

tion, there exists a third model M3 ∈ ℳM \ {M1,M2} such that

Costℓ1 (M3) ∈ [Costℓ1 (M1),Costℓ1 (M2)]. Let β ∈ [0, 1] be the solu-

tion for the following equation, Costℓ1 (M3) = β ·Costℓ1 (M1)+ (1−

β) · Costℓ1 (M2). We constructM ′
as follows.

Let p1,p2,p3 the probabilities of choosingM1,M2,M3 according

to D(M) and let p = min

{
p1
β ,

p2
1−β

}
. We define D(M ′) to be the

same as D(M), except that the probabilities of selectingM1,M2,M3

according toD(M ′) are p1−βp,p2−(1−β)p and p3+p, respectively.
We observe that by the choice of p there are only two options:

p1 − βp = 0 and thus M1 < ℳM ′ ; or p2 − (1 − β)p = 0 and thus

M2 <ℳM ′ . Since the support ofM ′
does not includemodels outside

of ℳM , we get that |ℳM ′ | < |ℳM |.
In order to show that M ′

dominates M , we define M1,2 to be

the mixed model that selects M1 with probability β and M2 with

probability 1 − β . We first show that M1,2 is dominated by M3.

By Proposition 1 and our choice of β , Costℓ1 (M3) = Costℓ1 (M1,2).

Thus, there is a dominance relationship betweenM3 andM1,2 that

is determined by Costℓ2 . It follows that sinceM3 ∈ Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗), it

cannot be dominated byM1,2 and henceM3 dominatesM1,2.

Finally, following Proposition 1, Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M
′) = Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M) −

βpCostℓ1,ℓ2 (M1) − (1 − β)pCostℓ1,ℓ2 (M2) + pCostℓ1,ℓ2 (M3) =

Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M) − pCostℓ1,ℓ2 (M1,2) + pCostℓ1,ℓ2 (M3) ≤ Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M).

That is,M ′
dominatesM as required. □

A.2 Proof of Theorem 1
Theorem (1, restated). ℳ

stoch
= Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗) .

Proof. The proof of ℳ
stoch

⊆ Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗) is given in Subsec-

tion 4.2.1. We now prove that Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗) ⊆ ℳ
stoch

.

Let M ∈ Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗). For proving M ∈ ℳ
stoch

we show the

existence of a parameter α such that M minimizes Costℓα . We

first define two parameters α1,α2 and set α to be their average.

Given two modelsM1,M2 let αM1,M2
be the parameter that satisfies

Costℓα (M1) = Costℓα (M2). Formally,

αM1,M2
=

Costℓ2 (M1) − Costℓ2 (M2)

Costℓ2 (M1) − Costℓ2 (M2) − Costℓ1 (M1) + Costℓ1 (M2)
.

One can verify that when Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M1) ≯ Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M2) and

Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M1) ≮ Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M2), then αM1,M2
∈ [0, 1] and ®αM1,M2

·

Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M1) = ®αM1,M2
· Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M2) (recall that ®α = (α, 1 − α)).

Using the notion of αM1,M2
we now ready to define α1,α2

as α1 = maxM ′∈ℳ :Costℓ
1
(M ′)>Costℓ

1
(M )

{
αM ,M ′

}
and α2 =

minM ′∈ℳ :Costℓ
2
(M ′)>Costℓ

2
(M )

{
αM ,M ′

}
. Let α = α1+α2

2
.

In order to show that M minimize Costℓα we first show that

α1 ≤ α2.
LetM1 = argmaxM ′∈ℳ :Costℓ

1
(M ′)>Costℓ

1
(M )

{
αM ,M ′

}
andM2 =

argminM ′∈ℳ :Costℓ
2
(M ′)>Costℓ

2
(M )

{
αM ,M ′

}
.

Let β =
Costℓ

1
(M )−Costℓ

1
(M2)

Costℓ
1
(M1)−Costℓ

1
(M2)

and M∗
be the model that with

probability β answers according to M1 and with probability 1 −

β answers according to M2. By Proposition 1, and following the

definition of β ,

Costℓ1 (M
∗) = β · Costℓ1 (M1) + (1 − β) · Costℓ1 (M2) = Costℓ1 (M) .

Since M ∈ Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗), Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M) ≯ Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M
∗), and

thus Costℓ2 (M) ≤ Costℓ2 (M
∗). Using Proposition 1, Costℓ2 (M) ≤

β · Costℓ2 (M1) + (1 − β)Costℓ2 (M1). i.e.

Costℓ2 (M) ≤
Costℓ1 (M) − Costℓ1 (M2)

Costℓ1 (M1) − Costℓ1 (M2)
· Costℓ2 (M1)

+
Costℓ1 (M1) − Costℓ1 (M)

Costℓ1 (M1) − Costℓ1 (M2)
· Costℓ2 (M2) .

Rearranging the terms,

Costℓ2 (M) − Costℓ2 (M1)

Costℓ2 (M) − Costℓ2 (M1) − Costℓ1 (M) + Costℓ1 (M1)

≤
Costℓ2 (M) − Costℓ2 (M2)

Costℓ2 (M) − Costℓ2 (M2) − Costℓ1 (M) + Costℓ1 (M2)
,

i.e. α1 ≤ α2.
We finally show that for any M ′ ∈ ℳ ∗

, Costℓα (M) ≤

Costℓα (M
′), thus M minimizes Costℓα , and as such, M ∈ ℳ

stoch
.

By proposition 3, it is sufficient to show that ®α · Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M) ≤

®α · Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M
′).

Since M ∈ Par(ℳ |ℳ ∗) there are three options for

Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M
′):

(1) Costℓ1 (M) ≤ Costℓ1 (M
′) and Costℓ2 (M) ≤ Costℓ2 (M

′): In
this case,

®α · Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M) = α · Costℓ1 (M) + (1 − α) · Costℓ2 (M)

≤ α · Costℓ1 (M
′) + (1 − α) · Costℓ2 (M

′) = ®α · Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M
′) .

(2) Costℓ1 (M) ≤ Costℓ1 (M
′) and Costℓ2 (M) > Costℓ2 (M

′) In

this case αM ,M ′ ≤ α1 ≤ α , and hence,

®α · Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M)

= ®αM ,M ′ · Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M) + (α − αM ,M ′)(Costℓ1 (M) − Costℓ2 (M))

= ®αM ,M ′ · Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M
′) + (α − αM ,M ′)(Costℓ1 (M) − Costℓ2 (M))

≤ ®αM ,M ′ · Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M
′) + (α − αM ,M ′)(Costℓ1 (M

′) − Costℓ2 (M
′))

= ®α · Costℓ1,ℓ2 (M
′)

(3) Costℓ1 (M) > Costℓ1 (M
′) and Costℓ2 (M) ≤ Costℓ2 (M

′) In

this case αM ,M ′ ≥ α2 ≥ α , and the same inequalities as in

Item 2 hold.

The result follows. □
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